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Details of Visit:

Author: David Pussyhunter
Location 2: Constitution Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 26 Jul 2011 12.30pm
Duration of Visit: 20mins
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Erotic Studio
Website: http://www.eroticstudios.co.uk
Phone: 01212331019

The Premises:

Much reported-on: good safe area, well-appointed and run well by my old mate Shannon.

The Lady:

Full Indian, shortish but curvy, with lovely 34DD natural tits, and long black hair.

The Story:

Blue Ice, just around the corner, seems to have been having a bit of difficulty fielding a line-up of
lovelies on a Sunday, so, last Sunday, I visited The Studio and had a good session with Alicia and
Victoria. Thus encouraged, I went again, a couple of days later.

The Physical Descriptionabove is the "good" news!

The "bad"? Well, I'd checked with the maid, ("Big-Boobs") Tracey, before setting off, that Seema
performs OWO and DFK; and checked, again, with Seema herself upon arrival. The truth is that she
does not do either at all properly: resolutely keeps her mouth shut, and takes in only the head of
one's dick - the rest is all hand. All in all, Seema is just too mechanical - on top of which there's way
too much of "you're nearly making me cum", fake moaning and similar complete bollocks. I often
wonder why WGs believe that they can get away with this kind of third-rate performance. She's
been, she tells me, in the game for about five weeks, and it's my opinion, Shannon, that she is in
the wrong job.

To make things even worse, I walked, afterwards, down past Blue Ice, and there, outside, were Mel
and Cheryl, just back from the lunch-run. I confessed, and both - especially Mel - were complaining
that I hadn't seen them for some time. I resolved to make a point of getting back there asap and
having a play with any two, or all four, of their lovely big titties.

I may well return, too, to The Studio; but not to see this particular WG.
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